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Critical Lengths of Error Events in Convolutional Codes 

Jam Justwen (emailjju@it.dth.dk) 
Institute of Circuit Theory and Telecommunication, Technical University of Denmark, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark 

Absm? - If the calculation of the critical length is based on the 
expurgated exponent, the length becomes nonmu for low error 
probabilities. This result applies to typical long codes, but it may 
also be usdul for modeling error events in speci6c codes. 

1. INTRODUCTION. 

Fomey [l] intmduced the concept of the critical length for long 
convolutional codes as the length of the enur events that dominah: 
the lower bound on error pxubability. This analysis, which also 
appears in Viterbi and Omura's text [2], indicatea that for ratea 
below & the critical h g t h  is 0. In the discussion of the derimtion 
w make. some comments on the relationship between distances and 
enur exponents. 

11. E ~ R  EXF'OMwTr FOR BLOCK CODES AND CONWLUTIONAL 

CODES. 

For simplicity we shall discuss only the performance on binary 
symmetric channels. The enur exponents of block codes and con- 
volutional codes are discussed in [2] and many other booh. 

The easiest part of the e m r  exponent decreases linearly with the 
rate of the code and reaches zero at &. This follows from the 
union bound applied to an ensemble of randomly chosen codes. 
For high rates the bound may be impmved so that n o m m  expo- 
nents are obtained for rates up to the channel capacity, but we shall 
not consider such rates here. 

For low rates the error probability is dominaad by the emr events 
of low wight. A typical linear code has a weight distribution that 
is obtained by scaling the binomial distribution to the right number 
of codmrds .  The expurgated ensemble of codes is obtained by 
deleting codes with minimum distanccs below the Gilbert bound. 
The expurgated exponent e x p ~ s s e s  the probability of making a 
decision in favour of one of the few words at distance 4, from the 
transmitted wrd. 

For convolutional codes, the performance may be bounded by 
considering a squence of block codes obtained by terminating the 
convolutional code at different rntea [l]. The bounds obtained in 
this way me related to the block code bounds by the inverse con- 
catenation construction: A tangent to the block code bound at the 
p i n t  c o m p o n d m  to rate R intersec@ the rate axis in (r.0) where 
r is the rate of the convolutional code. The intersection with the 
exponentldistance axis gives the performance bound for the con- 
volutional code. 
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For a given channel and a convolutional code of rate r, the inverse 
con&nation construction gives the rate, R, of the critical block 
code, and thus the number of information symbols in the critical 
emr events. If the construction is b d  on the m d o m  coding 
exponent, the critical length e q d  0 for all rates below &. Have- 
ver, this result is based on the existence of codcwords of very low 
wight in some codes (on the average less than one). For typical 
codes, the expurgated exponent should be used, and the critical 
length becomes a positive function which incnxies with increasing 
rate. For r=& these is still a discontinuous increase in.the critical 
length due to the straight line portion of the error exponent. 

This derimtion of the critical length also relatea the e m r  events to 
the c o d m r d s  of minimal wight. The codcwords of weight &. 
are. minimum wight codcwords in the critical block code. Again 
the inveme concatenation construction applies, and the rate of the 
critical code is known to increasc with the rate of the convolutional 
code. This property of the distanccs was clearly not in agreement 
with the result that the error probability sbould be dominated by 
error events of length 0. 

In simulations of decoding systems it ia sometimes assumed that the 
length of the error events approximately follow a geometric dis- 
tribution. While the exponential decnxse in pmbability is a very 
good approximation for bunts of length p a t e r  than the critical 
length, shorter b u d  occur with smaller probabilities. 

w. PERFORMANCE AS A PUNCrrON OF THE ERROR F'ROWILITY. 

While error exponents and related reaulta ax. usually given as 
functions of the code rate in the information theory literatu=, it is 
customary in communications to fix the code and study the perfor- 
mance as a function of the signal to noise ratio. For the binary 
symmetric channel (hard decision), we may consider the perfor- 
mance of a code with fixed rate as a function of the emf probabili- 
ty. Fbr small m r  probabilitica the critical lmgth quab the di- 
mension of the critical block code, and there is a discontinuous 
increase at the e m r  probability which makca & for the channel 
equal r. 
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